Press
information

Liebherr achieves the highest turnover in the Group's
history
Bulle (Switzerland), 12 April 2018 – In 2017, the Liebherr Group achieved the
highest turnover in the Group's history, with total sales of € 9,845 million.
Compared to the previous year, the family-run company increased its revenue by
9.3%. The Group is expecting further sales growth for 2018.

In the construction machinery and mining segments, as well as in other product areas,
Liebherr recorded an increase in turnover. Sales of construction machinery and mining
equipment rose by 14.5% to € 6,182 million. In the Maritime Cranes, Aerospace and
Transportation Systems, Machine Tools and Automation Systems, Domestic
Appliances, Components as well as Hotels divisions overall turnover was up by 1.5% to
€ 3,663 million compared with the previous year.

In Western Europe, Liebherr's most important sales region, turnover increased
significantly. The key markets Germany and France showed particularly strong growth.
Sales performance in Eastern Europe, particularly in Russia, was encouraging. In the
Far East / Australia and America, revenues were also above the previous year's level.
The Near and Middle East and Africa, however, recorded a fall.
The Liebherr Group posted a net result of € 331 million for the year. Compared to the
previous year, this represents an increase of € 33 million or 11.1%. In the reporting
year, there was a significant improvement in the operating result. Following the positive
effects of currency movements in the previous year, the financial result, on the other
hand, fell sharply.

More employees with constantly high investments

2017 saw a further increase in the workforce of the Liebherr Group. A total of 1,561
new jobs were created. The Liebherr Group had 43,869 employees worldwide at the
end of the year. The company maintained its investment rate at a constantly high level.
Overall the Group invested € 749 million, a slight decrease of 0.3%. Offset against this
was depreciation of € 485 million. The Group makes regular investments in its
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production sites, sales and service networks, as well as the rental fleet. Liebherr set up
new facilities in Aurangabad (India), in Rognac in the south of France and in the
Kuzbass region in Russia. Further substantial investments have been made in
expanding sites in southern Germany at the Biberach, Ochsenhausen and
Oberopfingen sites.

Further sales growth expected

The Liebherr Group expects a further increase in turnover for 2018. Liebherr
anticipates growth in the construction machinery and mining segments, as well as in
the other product areas. Appreciable gains are forecast in the Mining, Concrete
Technology, Machine Tools and Automation Systems and Earthmoving divisions. This
is clear from the order book for 2018, which is already looking very good.

Research and development: Substantial progress made

Important issues across the wide range of products and services include increasing
energy efficiency, networking, automation and lightweight product design. As the
current financial report of the Group documents, substantial progress was made here in
the past year in all product divisions. For example, in the aviation field Liebherr is
conducting research into fully electric components for the aircraft of the future. The first
system demonstrators for fully electric air-conditioning and de-icing systems were
developed in 2017. Another important project in 2017 was the development of the HLC
295000 heavy duty crane. This heavy-lift crane, with a load capacity of 5,000 tonnes
and a maximum lifting height of more than 170 metres, will be the largest crane
Liebherr has ever developed. It is intended for use in the installation of wind farms, in
the decommissioning of offshore installations and in the oil and gas sector.

The Liebherr Group publishes its current financial report on Thursday, 12 April 2018. In
addition to detailed figures, it also contains a detailed magazine part that looks back on
the past financial year. In an interview, Dr. h.c. Dipl.-Kfm. Isolde Liebherr and Dr. h.c.
Dipl.-Ing. (ETH) Willi Liebherr, the second-generation family shareholders, give their
summary for 2017. The financial report of the Liebherr Group can be found at
www.liebherr.com/annual-report.
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Captions
liebherr-hlc-295000-heavy-lift-crane.jpg
Product development completed: The HLC 295000 offshore crane will install wind
farms and decommission offshore installations. With a load capacity of up to 5,000
tonnes, an outreach of 35 metres and maximum lifting height of more than 170 metres
it will be the largest crane ever built by Liebherr.

liebherr-innovations-earthmoving.jpg
Numerous new products unveiled: The earthmoving division presented a new
telescopic handler series, the L 514 and L 518 stereoloaders, as well as the R 936
Compact hydraulic excavator, among others.

liebherr-electrical-air-conditioning-system.jpg
En route to the aircraft of the future: In 2017 Liebherr also conducted research on fully
electric components for aeroplanes. The company tested an electric air-conditioning
system, among other items, on its test bench in Toulouse.

liebherr-test-bench-main-bearing.jpg
Product range for wind turbines expanded: Since 2017 Liebherr has also been
producing continuously rotating main bearings and for this purpose put an endurance
test system into operation in Biberach for testing and validation. The bearings are used
in wind turbines, among other places.

liebherr-tower-crane-zugspitze-mountain.jpg
Germany's highest peak: A Liebherr flat-top crane helps with the construction of the
new Eibsee cable car on the Zugspitze, the highest mountain in Germany. It towers 13
metres over the summit cross.

liebherr-ltm-1750-9-1-austria.jpg
All-terrain capability proven: A trio of Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1 nine-axle cranes scaled
mountains and erected a wind farm in Weinebene, an Alpine pass in the south of
Austria at an altitude of 1,700 metres. The mobile cranes weighing in at 108 tonnes
managed to overcome winding forest roads and gradients of up to 20%.
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liebherr-individual-freshness-center.jpg
Individual kitchen equipment: With the new modular concept from Liebherr the various
fridge and freezer units can be combined in virtually any way.

liebherr-50xxt-concrete-pump.jpg
Launched in 2017: The Liebherr truck-mounted concrete pump 50XXT. The company
will present more innovations from the concrete pumps segment in 2019.

liebherr-mining-truck-t264.jpg
New mining truck: Liebherr supplied five of its new T 264 from its American factory in
Newport News, Virginia for the market launch. The dump truck can be loaded with up
to 240 tonnes of material.

liebherr-emo-2017-booth.jpg
Successful trade fair appearance: The stand of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH was
one of the attractions for the international trade fair visitors at EMO 2017.
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